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INTRODUCTION
Background on the project and NGSS based assessments that led to the investigation of using machine learning
scoring
Carbon TIME (Transformations in Matter and Energy) is a design-based implementation research project (Cobb et
al, 2003; Fishman et al, 2013; Mohan, Chen, and Anderson, 2009) that includes curriculum and assessments
focused on transformations of matter and energy in living systems and Earth systems at multiple scales, from
atomic-molecular to global. Its foundation is learning progression research analyzing the development of student
practices as they investigate and explain these systems (Jin and Anderson, 2012; Jin, Zhan, & Anderson, 2012;
Mohan, Chen, & Anderson, 2009). As design-based research it focused on both how students learn and how to
support that learning within the ecology of educational systems. (Fishman et al, 2013). Additionally, Fishman et al.
(2013) stress that design based educational research is iterative with cycles of invention and revision based on
evidence gathered in learning systems.
The current reform movement in science education encompasses important changes in science education
standards. Science education standards have changed a great deal over the last several decades. The National
Science Education Standards (NRC, 1996) and similar standards of the time (NAEP, PISA, etc) made a move towards
including science inquiry (and sometimes the nature of science) as a separate but important component.
Assessments based on these standards often included specific question targets, such as point totals, for these
domains in the blueprint (Ohio Graduation Test Blueprint, 2006; Florida Department of Education, 2019). This was
an important first step away from teaching and assessing science primarily as a body of facts, towards an emphasis
on science as a sense-making endeavor that used common practices to make claims about what happens in the
natural and designed world and why. However, these inquiry practices were often taught and assessed in isolation
from science content. The Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS, NGSS Lead States, 2013) and NRC Framework
(NRC, 2013) shifted from teaching inquiry and content as separate but equal to an integrated three-dimensional
framework, including (a) science and engineering practices, (b) crosscutting concepts, and (c) disciplinary core
ideas.
The NRC Framework (2012) stated that: “To support students’ meaningful learning in science and engineering, all
dimensions need to be integrated into standards, curriculum, instruction, and assessment.” (pg 2). In fact, this
notion is so prevalent, that the image of the three strands as intertwined as shown in Figure 1, not only in
instruction but also in assessment is common.

Figure 1 NGSS as three dimensional
Need for Three-Dimensional Assessments

The shift to a three-dimensional framework requires a new kind of assessment. Traditional science assessment,
particularly at scale, relied heavily on forced-choice tasks. As stated in the Framework: “Assessments of this type
can measure some kinds of conceptual knowledge, and they can also provide a snapshot of some practices. But
they do not adequately measure other kinds of achievements, such as the formulation of scientific explanations or
communication of scientific understanding…or engaging in scientific argumentation.” (pg 212).
So, new assessments will require item types that have not been frequently used in large scale assessment such as
constructed response, composite items, and performance-based tasks. To adequately assess standards based on
the NRC Framework and NGSS, three-dimensional science learning, constructed response or composite items that
combine some forced choice with constructed response portions are necessary to measure some of the key
science and engineering practices such as scientific argument and communicating scientific ideas. While forcedchoice items do present evidence of some of these skills and practices, they are unable to adequately asses all of
the knowledge, skills, and abilities within the targeted practices (NRC, 2014).
Thus the assessment system should elicit and evaluate student performances that integrate all strands together to
give the student a holistic score that is based on complex integrated performances. The more that we assess
students integrating the three strands together, the stronger the claims that we will be able to make about threedimensional learning.
Needs and Challenges for Machine Scoring
However, human scoring of constructed response items or composite items can be time consuming and costly
(Williamson, Bejar, and Mislvey, 2006; Mao et al, 2018 ). “In short, from a pragmatic point of view a key goal in
any assessment is to maximize construct representation at the least cost. Human scoring might be the way to
achieve that goal under some circumstances, but not in others.” (Bejar, Williamson, and Mislevy, 2006. Pg 53)
Given the desire of stakeholders, such as states, to keep costs down for assessments of NGSS (Gorin and Mislevy,
2013; Toch, 2006), a more cost effective solution is necessary. The NRC report on Assessing NGSS (2014) suggests
that technology may supply answers to some of these problems through the use of simulations, tech-enhanced
items, and other emerging technologies. The most likely emerging technology for scoring constructed response
questions is using machine learning to classify students’ responses along a learning progression. (Gambrell,
Thomas, Meisner, and Bolender, 2016; Thomas, 2017; Thomas, Kim, & Draney, 2018).
Assessing NGSS poses an especially difficult problem. Generic machine learning scoring engines such as those used
to score argumentative essays regardless of context (Attali, Bridgeman, & Trapani, 2010; Shermis, 2015; Shaw,
Meisner, & Bolender, 2019) cannot be used for these assessments because whether or not the claim is
scientifically correct is at least as important as the structure of the argument. So, machine scoring techniques need
to make separate scoring models for every task or scenario.
The NRC Report on Assessing NGSS (Pellegrino, et al., 2014) made several recommendations that directly relate to
the design of the curriculum, assessments, and machine scoring systems related to Carbon TIME (NRC, 2014).
Recommendations included concerns about: carefully designed tasks with evidence collected to support claims;
tasks that demonstrate students engaging in all three practices that are aligned to the Framework; assessments
that use technological innovations for administration and scoring; assessments should be able to identify students
along a learning progression; and that systems be built that consider the constraints of cost.
Conclusions 2-1, 2-3, 2-4, 2-4, 4-1a, and 4-2 deal with item development, design, and deployment. One of the key
facets is an understanding that the Performance Expectations represent one example of how to validly assess the
combination of three strands around a DCI. Another set (2-2, 4-1b, 4-1c) of conclusions revolve around identifying
where students are along a learning progression.
Iterative Design of Assessment in Carbon TIME
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The Carbon TIME project began developing assessments of students’ integrated performances in 2007 and went
through yearly revision cycles through 2018. The initial learning progression work focused primarily on students’
explanation practices (Jin & Anderson, 2012; Mohan, Chen, & Anderson, 2009). Starting in 2015, the assessments
were based on learning progressions in three strands, focused on explanation practices, investigation practices,
and reasoning about large-scale systems (Covitt & Anderson, 2018). The first phase of the project (2007-14) relied
on human scoring of students’ constructed responses. Machine learning and machine scoring were central to the
second phase (2014-18). We briefly describe the first phase below, then focus on the second phase for the
remainder of this article.
Phase 1: Iterative development based on human scoring. In order to tap complex constructs that involve all three
dimensions of science learning and instruction, (science and engineering practices, crosscutting concepts, and
disciplinary core ideas) composite items were developed prior to any attempts at machine scoring. The most
successful assessment tasks used a mix of forced choice and constructed response components to elicit evidence
of what students know and can do in relation to the learning targets. [Jin and Anderson, 2012; Mohan, Chen, &
Anderson, 2009].
Each task included one or more constructed response parts that were scored by human coders using a rubric that
(a) assigned student responses to a learning progression level and (b) identified the specific elements in the
student response that provided evidence for the learning progression level code. These indicator codes could
theoretically provide valuable formative insight for teachers and curriculum developers. If several students had the
same sub-code, a teacher could use that information to make choices in instruction or remediation that would
address that particular alternate conception or reasoning that could be addressed.
However, because of limitations of human scoring in cost and time, only a portion of the student data was
analyzed, and not until after the students had finished the course. So, the value of the sub-codes for formative
assessment was lost; however, the patterns found in the data for the case study teachers was able to be used to
revise the curriculum and support materials (Doherty, et al, 2015).
Phase 1 was based on the BEAR assessment model: an iterative process which includes editing items, rubric
construction and alignment, coding, IRT, and developing a shared understanding of the reasoning that students at
each level are relying on to produce their answers (Yao, Berson, Ayers, Choi, & Wilson, 2010). Reliability checks in
human coding led to revisions of items and rubrics. Items and rubrics that had unusual IRT statistics or bad item fit
were identified by the psychometric staff and revised or discarded. However, because only a few hundred student
responses to each item were being scored, the power of psychometric analysis was not being fully utilized. As
design based research a new invention and iterative cycle would be necessary to scale up the assessment process.
Thus the first phase of Carbon TIME project addressed several of the issues identified in the NRC Report on
Assessing NGSS (Pellegrino, et al., 2014). However, several recommendations (6-3, 7-7) deal with the use of
emerging technologies to address issues with scalability and cost. Human scoring for authentic three-dimensional
assessment tasks was too costly and slow to meet the design and implementation goals.
Phase 2: Iterative development including machine learning and machine scoring. During the second phase of the
project (2014-18), machine learning (ML) and machine scoring were included in the development cycles, as
illustrated in Figure 2 below. The blue boxes in Figure 2 depict steps in the Phase 1 development cycles; the green
boxes depict ML steps added during Phase 2.
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Figure 2 Feedback loops in item development for Phases 1 and 2 of Carbon TIME
The paper will now focus on three aspects of the ML scoring:
1.
2.
3.

Creating ML models and insights gained about the scoring process
Using ML scoring as a driver to improve the assessment system: item development, rubric
development, human scoring, and ML scoring
The scalability of the methodology as well as its limitations

Creating ML models and insights gained about the scoring process
The work on developing three-dimensional items began in Phase 1, as described above. Data from student
responses were used to validate and revise the learning progression framework (Jin & Anderson, 2012; Mohan,
Chen, & Anderson, 2009). The student responses were used to create rubrics for human coders to score student
responses based on one or more constructed responses to a prompt. Most items also included one of more forced
choice (either true/false or multiple choice) components as well. Usually, the rubric did not use student forcedchoice responses as part of the classification rubric. (See Figure 3)
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Figure 3 Human scoring rubric for GIRLBREATHE
During Phase 2, we developed assessments around three strands, each with its own learning progression
framework. (For more detailed descriptions of these frameworks, see Covitt & Anderson, 2018.) As Table 1 below
shows, each strand focused on different sets of scientific practices and disciplinary core ideas, with all sharing a
common set of crosscutting concepts.
Table 1: Learning Progression Frameworks
Framework

Practices

Macroscopic
explanation
(carbon)

Explanation, using models

Macroscopic
inquiry

Asking questions, analyzing
data, arguments from
evidence

Large-scale
systems

Data & model
interpretation, explanation,
prediction

Core Ideas
Carbon-transforming
processes (combustion,
photosynthesis, cellular
respiration, digestion,
biosynthesis) at multiple
scales

Crosscutting Concepts
Conservation, flows, cycles,
of matter and energy
Systems and system models
Scale

Ecosystem & global carbon
cycling & energy flow,
climate change

Step 5: Creating machine learning models from Figure 2. We used the Open Source machine learning engine
LightSide Researcher’s Workbench (Mayfield, Adamson, and Rose, 2014), to code student responses. The engine
extracted text features (n-grams, stem words, parts of speech, etc.), forced choice selections as an additional
feature, as well as stretchy patterns for the data feature set. The human code was treated as a nominal category
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and the engine was used to create models using a variety of techniques (decision trees, logistic regressions, and
Bayes nets).
Our goal was to classify student responses to the correct learning progression level to meet the industry accuracy
standard of a quadratic weighted kappa (QWK) of at least .7 (Gambrell et al, 2016), comparing machine-scored and
human-scored responses. For many items we were not successful in achieving this level of accuracy using only the
learning progression level codes in the training set.
As described in Figure 3 above, the scoring rubrics identified overall learning progression levels: Level 2, Causal
events with hidden mechanisms; Level 3, Incomplete understanding of matter and energy cycles (school based
science understanding); Level 4, Qualitative model-based account of processes in systems (Mohan, Chen, and
Anderson, 2009). The rubrics for human scoring identified criteria not only for levels of the learning progression
but also specific indicators for each level.
The indicators represent typical patterns of student responses that fall within the broader learning progression
level. Within a given level, there is no hierarchy of indicators. Indicator 2.3 is no closer to the student attaining
learning progression Level 3 than indicators 2.1 or 2.2. However, students at learning progression Level 3 are
closer to the upper anchor target understanding than those at Level 2. The rubrics classify students along the
learning progression into both large bins (overall levels) and smaller more actionable bins (indicators).
The engine was then trained to code student responses at the more specific indicator code. The QWK at the
learning progression level was then calculated and the engine was able to score more accurately using the smaller
grain size. By using smaller bins of answers, the engine was able to create working models with much smaller
sample sizes than typical for ML scoring. Usually 75 responses per indicator was sufficient and a point of
diminishing returns was reached beyond 125 responses. One item (BIOMASSPYRAMID) was able to make a
sustainable model with only 13 responses in the highest-scoring indicator. An important finding here was that
human coded responses were needed to create a ML model. If the bins show too much inconsistency, such as
those at the LP level, the ML engine will be confused by a feature that appears to be equally likely to occur in more
than one scoring bin, even when linked to other features through stretchy patterns.
If an acceptable model could not be built, the confusion matrix of samples that the computer scoring did not
match the original code was created and sent to an expert coder. The expert would determine if the original
human coder or the computer were correct in assigning the indicator and level code. Occasionally, new indicators
were created at this step for responses that did not clearly fit into the original rubric categories. This backchecked
set was then used to retrain the engine. If this did not work, additional human responses could be added to the
training set and the ML training could continue. If multiple attempts could not create a working model, then the
item was sent back to the assessment developers to determine how if the item should be revised or replaced. The
failure of the ML engine to create a working model was treated as a symptom of a larger assessment problem
rather than the problem itself.
ML Scoring capturing 3-dimensional learning that human coders could not. The other interesting aspect of this
Phase was that the ML engine frequently used forced-choice responses for classifying student responses even
when the forced-choice was not included as part of the rubric. The ML engine was finding patterns in large groups
of responses that humans could not find because of the immensity of the data set. Generally, the forced-choice
responses were weighted lower in logistic regressions or appeared lower in a decision tree (Figure 4)
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Figure 4 Example of decision tree for item with no use of forced-choice in rubric
However, items in which the forced-choice was part of the human rubric, the ML engine usually put the forcedchoice at the top of the decision tree (Figure 5). Although the best operational scoring algorithms are rarely
decision trees, they present an efficient method to show stakeholders what is driving the machine scoring of
student responses. In operational scoring, forced-choice data facilitates reliably locating students along the
learning progression that human coders could not have used (Thomas et al, 2018) as examining dozens or
hundreds of responses was required to find the pattern, which is far beyond the working memory capacity of even
the most expert coders.

Figure 5 Example of decision tree in which forced-choice is part of original rubric
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Since the forced-choice tend to target disciplinary core ideas more heavily than the constructed-response portions
of question, the incorporation of both aspects increases the integrated nature of the classification of the student
along the learning progression. By combining scientific explanation (a science practice) with matter and energy
tracing to explain cause and effect relationships (crosscutting concepts) with appropriate biology content
(disciplinary core ideas) to holistically score the student for both the learning progression level and specific
indicator, the ML engine is able to provide strong evidence of what a student knows and can do.
Finally, there were surprising findings that the ML engine found different patterns between students who used
“CO2” and those who used “carbon dioxide” in their responses. (Gambrell et al, 2016). Human coders who know
science, particularly science teachers or pre-service science teachers, instinctively treat these two as equivalent,
because from an instructional or linguistic view, they are. However, the ML engine found that using the shorter
“CO2” was more common among students at the higher levels of the progression than those who used “carbon
dioxide” as it appears in the text of the assessment task. This is an example of the ML engine finding patterns that
human coders could not because experts automatically chunk the equivalent forms of carbon dioxide to reduce
mental load while scoring items. Although the exact relationship between the use of CO2 and higher levels of the
learning progression is not clear, the continued reliability of the model based on the QWK attributes to the
robustness and consistency of this pattern.
Another insightful aspect of ML scoring is that the engine can look for “stretchy patterns” of words, phrases, or
letters across white spaces. For example, the ML engine found that the letter pattern “to en” was strongly
associated with sublevel 3.1 on several items. Closer analysis revealed that this letter pattern is indicative of a
matter-energy conversion misconception. Students at this learning progression level will use phrases like “the
bread turned into energy” or “changes mass to energy.” Conversely, the ML engine on another item had “to che”
as a strong indicator of a level 4 response. Students who trace energy, tend to name the type of energy: chemical
energy, solar energy, etc. So the stretchy pattern “to che” indicated that students who understand photosynthesis
trace the energy to chemical energy stored in chemicals like glucose or high energy bonds.
One of the advantages of these stretchy patterns is that they can find patterns even if several words or letter
patterns intervene. Also, since the ML engine was using the feature “Stem N-words,” the engine was able to
identify patterns even if the word was not spelled correctly. This is important since spelling is not a construct that
is being assessed in this science context; however, research shows that human coders often score tasks with
spelling errors lower, even when spelling is not relevant to the construct being assessed. (Chase, 1983) Since
computers do not experience fatigue, frustration, or associate responses to specific students, the ML engine does
not score with contrast effects, halo or racial bias, or fatigue effects. (Fleming, 1999) or other aspects of the
Pygmalion effect (Sprouse and Webb, 1994).
Since multiple model-building algorithms, logistic regression, decision trees, and Bayes nets, are available in the
software, the best available model, as measured by QWK, was used regardless of the type. During model
development, the number of features can be also be altered to maximize the QWK of the final model. The best
models generally use between 200 and 600 features of the thousands of features extracted and available for
categorization. The flexibility of changing the number of features and model types for operational scoring allows
the most salient features to drive the scoring of student responses rather than predetermined constraints under
which some other ML engines operate.
Using ML scoring as a driver to improve the assessment system: item development, rubric development, human
scoring, and ML scoring
Recursive feedback loop to item development. One aspect that became clear was that training the machine
learning engine could be used as a quality check on items. The Carbon TIME project already had a method for
evaluating and revising assessment items prior to using machine scoring, the feedback loop from rubric
development back to item development. The machine scoring gave empirical evidence, a failed QWK score, that
there was a flaw in the item that should be addressed. As Figure 2 shows, the ML allowed for multiple feedback
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loops at a wider variety of stages (boxes five through eight). This feedback enabled item refinement that created
over 50 machine scorable tasks over several iterations. Since the assessment triangle (Pellegrino, Chudowsky, and
Glaser, 2001) requires quality observations in order to make valid claims, creating quality items is of great
importance.
As discussed previously, models that failed at Step 5 (Figure 2) had methods to improve rubrics, human coding,
and machine scoring. If training proved impossible, it was an indication that there were flaws in the initial human
coding. If the training set still had very few of a particular indicator, additional responses might be coded to
develop a more robust and representative training set. Often, additional posttest responses were required to
supply enough responses at the highest level to the ML engine.
Other researchers who have struggled with machine scoring of NGSS based items, may not have had flawed ML
scoring engines but rather were using flawed items or human scoring processes. It is important to realize that for
most large scale testing programs, many pre-tested items fail to meet psychometric parameters (Schmeiser and
Welch, 2006); so it is not surprising that many items developed to assess NGSS would fail as well.
Computer scoring and backcheck human scoring (Steps 6-8). In addition to the feedback loop at the creation of
ML models, additional feedback became possible to strengthen the item pool. Stratified random samples of MLscored student responses were back-checked by human coders to verify that the operational scoring maintained at
least a 0.7 QWK. If operational scores did not meet that threshold, the ML engine was retrained and the entire
batch of student responses were rescored. If new classes of answers were discovered in the larger answer pool,
the rubric could be revised to add a new indicator to capture those responses that had not been present in the
original training set. Finally, IRT analysis was completed (Nine) which could identify items that had poor fit,
aberrant difficulties, or other psychometric flaws (Thomas, Kin, and Draney, 2018; Thomas et al, 2019). These
items could then be revised or replaced to further improve the item pool.
Additional recursive feedback loops. The ML scoring process served as a control lever for the entire development
process. If the scoring engine was unable to create a model with an acceptable accuracy, then there was an issue
with the item that should be addressed. The item might contain unclear wording. The item might allow students to
substitute an easier question (Kahneman, 2011) rather than answer the intended target. The rubric might not
include a code for a set of responses that did not fit any of the indicators. Human coders might not be consistently
applying the rubric. The feedback loops improved item quality and consequently the claims that could be made
about what students know and can do. (Figure 2) Consequently, over the four years of Carbon TIME Phase 2,
numerous items were revised or replaced based on information derived from the various feedback loops.
Additionally, since each unit test and each full year test had multiple items designed to elicit evidence of student
understanding, problematic items could be eliminated from the analysis pool. The following year, a revised item or
entirely new item could be created to elicit the practices, crosscutting concepts, and disciplinary core ideas
targeted by the problematic item. Consequently, the assessment pool was strengthened by multiple iterations of
revisions.
Finally, since there were multiple assessment items associated with each of the six Carbon TIME units, a wider
variation of the targeted science practices (including explanation, argumentation, and data analysis) could be
integrated with the primary crosscutting concepts (scale, tracing matter and energy, systems and system models)
so that stronger inferences could be made about what students know and can do.
Another aspect of this process that insured great reliability was that every student response could be re-scored by
the ML engine with little additional time or cost. Unlike human coding, removing the old codes and rescoring
hundreds or thousands of responses could be done in seconds or minutes rather than weeks and months. So, if the
initial model was flawed, those ML codes could be thrown out and replaced with codes that meet accuracy criteria,
further insuring that the final identification of every student response along the learning progression is as accurate
as possible given measurement uncertainty. This facet is important not only because of the responsiveness of the
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process but also because of the contrast with human scoring techniques which would make such a change
extremely costly and time consuming if not impossible.1
Step 9: Psychometric analyses. The large data sets generated each year from machine scoring all student
responses to all items have provided opportunities to generate a variety of evidence to support the validity of
claims about student learning. Each year, each item has had an IRT model created with thresholds for each level
transition calculated as well as verifying that the item fit function is within acceptable parameters. (Adams and
Khoo, 1996). These results are reported in more detail elsewhere (Doherty, et al., 2015; Draney & Bathia, in
preparation). In general, they show that the tests are three-dimensional, with the dimensions corresponding to
the three learning progression frameworks summarized in Table 1, above: Macroscopic explanation, macroscopic
inquiry, and large-scale reasoning.
Wright maps: IRT thresholds for the transitions between Level 2, 3, and 4 were identified for each item. We
conducted multiple psychometric analyses including item fit, student fit, and overall test reliability. Wright maps
(Figure 6 below), sources of evidence specifically mentioned in the NRC (2014) report about assessing NGSS,
provide further validity evidence that the items, unit tests, and full year tests demonstrate both a reliable
measurement of students’ location along the learning progression and the growth of students understanding from
pretest to posttest at both the unit and school year level.

Figure 6 Wright Map for all items 16-17 student data.
The similarity in item functioning and Wright maps from year to year based on the ML scored items provide further
evidence that the assessments are validly assessing the 3-dimensional learning targets based on over 1.8 million
student responses. Additionally, items that have thresholds that are vastly different from others cause a feedback
loop back to item development to determine if the item is targeting the construct as intended. Each additional
feedback loop helps to increase the confidence that the items are eliciting evidence of what students know and
can do from which researchers and teachers can draw valid conclusions about teaching and learning.
Reliability of forced-choice and constructed-response components. Since one of the targeted practices in the
Carbon TIME curriculum is scientific explanation, it would be difficult to have valid assessment without student
constructed response from a construct validity, face validity, or assessment blueprint perspective. Since most of
1

The author was told at an AP Workshop that if a new acceptable answer is discovered through the course of
grading and added to the rubric, previously scored responses are not checked to see if they would be scored
differently based on the adjustments to the rubric.
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the items on the assessment were composite items, including both constructed response and forced-choice
components, we were able to compare the reliability of weighted likelihood estimates of student proficiency based
on the separate components and the items as a whole. Figure 7 shows that using only forced-choice data there is a
great deal of error variance that may cause many students to be misclassified along the learning progression.
However, adding the information from ML constructed-response codes greatly improves the reliability of the
proficiency estimates. Beginning with the constructed-response items, and then adding the forced-choice as an
additional data points reduces the spread further and gives greater confidence in assigning the learning
progression level to an individual student.(Thomas et al, 2019).

Figure 7. Comparison of using FC or Holistically scored (EX) items as primary data for assigning student ability level.
Figure 7 provides additional insights to the larger group (Step 10). Students in the baseline group (red) are
students who had just finished a traditional curriculum in biology for teachers who would be joining the Carbon
TIME project for the following school year. Students in the post-test group (blue) had the same teacher but
experienced at least three units of the Carbon TIME curriculum. So, students who received the curriculum
demonstrated higher levels of understanding on the LP of the carbon dimension. These sorts of conclusions will be
more closely examined in the final section on scalability.
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The scalability of the methodology as well as its limitations
One unresolved problem with reformed standards such as NGSS that stress the importance of three-dimensional
performances is how to assess student proficiencies at scale. As Pellegrino et al. pointed out (NRC, 2014), assessing
NGSS will need to use emerging technologies including machine scoring. During Phase 1 of the Carbon TIME
project we only scored a sample of student responses from participating teachers. However, after initiating ML
scoring of the items, we were able to score every response from every student.
Table 3, below, shows the scale of the ML project. From the pilot using the 2015-16 data until the end of the
Carbon TIME project in the 2018-19 school year, over 1.8 million student responses were scored by the ML engine.
The table also shows that there were fluctuations in items from year to year. As previously discussed, these
revisions and replacements were guided by the feedback loops that resulted from efforts to use ML to score these
student responses.
Table 2. Student responses scored using ML by school year.
School year

Responses scored

Unique items scored

Assessments scored

15-16

175,265

33

27,981

16-17

532,825

39

61,475

17-18

693,086

41

66,335

18-19

409,266

39

42,117

Total

1,810,442

57

197,908

Given that expert human coders are only able to score 100 responses per hour, we have been able save over
18,000 labor hours. Using an average cost of $18 per labor hour this represents a savings of over $325,000. In
addition to these savings, the ability to build working models on smaller training sets than most ML scoring engines
also improves the scalability as smaller pre-test and calibrating samples are needed. In reality, since most testing
programs require some, if not all, student responses to be double scored the savings would be even larger for
operational scoring.
In addition to the sheer volume of student responses scored, the speed with which they could be scored also
impacted the process. For example, the 2017-18 data set would take over 6,900 labor hours to human score. This
would take four full-time coders over 9 months (an entire school year) to code. The entire data set was machinescored within a few weeks of the final data collection. This speed enabled the rest of the team to complete IRT,
HLM, and other analyses in time to inform decisions about changes to curriculum, student worksheets and labs,
assessment items, and professional development for the next school year. Importantly, the rapidity of ML scoring
allows for matching student responses for pre-post gain scores, HLM, and other analyses to be completed in a
facile way. Finally, since most IRT models work better with large data sets, the vastness of the set allows greater
confidence in the IRT findings. The larger group was able to look at post-test results of the two groups (Figure 8).
Using traditional instruction only 14% of students move beyond Force Dynamic reasoning (Level 2) while 66% of
Carbon TIME students achieve at least Level 3. 25% of Carbon TIME students reach the upper anchor, Level 4, of
the learning progression while only 0.3% reach that level with traditional instruction.
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Figure 8. Comparison of post-test scores of students in traditional and Carbon TIME curricula.
Moreover, the larger group was able to examine trends in student learning when looking at matched students pretest and post-test results (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Pre and post-test scores from 2017-18 data. Pretest results in blue and posttest results in pink.
The ML scores could be used to evaluate the effectiveness of the curriculum and PD across all three frameworks.
The impacts of changes to PD, curricula, etc. can be examined by the larger research group based on the student
responses of all students from all teachers.
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This data set has supported research claims about students, teachers, curriculum, and professional development.
(Lin et al, 2018; Covitt et al, 2018; Parker et al, 2018; Edwards, Scott, and Anderson, 2018). We have strong
evidence that the instructional materials are bringing about student learning because we are looking at literally
thousands of students with hundreds of thousands of responses that involve integrating all three dimensions of
the Framework: students are authentically being assessed on making sense of phenomena using science practices,
cross cutting concepts, and disciplinary knowledge.
Student learning in Carbon TIME was compared to pre-test data (Figure 7) as well as to end of course assessment
of traditional biology curriculum. Teachers planning to use Carbon TIME materials the following year gave the end
of course assessment to students in their classes. These baseline results represent the three dimensional
understanding of students using traditional coursework. Figure 8 (Lin, Frank, and Anderson, 2019) shows that not
only did students in Carbon TIME achieve greater understanding, the baseline students using traditional curriculum
do not show much growth beyond pretest results for other students. Although matching pre/post test data is not
available for baseline students, similar disparities between baseline and Carbon TIME data across several years and
dozens of teachers suggest that traditional curricula does not lead to three-dimensional understanding of carbon
cycling.
Using traditional instruction only 14% of students move beyond Force Dynamic reasoning (Level 2) while 66% of
Carbon TIME students achieve at least Level 3. 25% of Carbon TIME students reach the upper anchor, Level 4, of
the learning progression while only 0.3% reach that level with traditional instruction.
Since every response of every student can be evaluated using ML, the gain scores of teachers can be compared.
(Lin et al., 2019). Figure 10 below shows that gain scores can be compared so that the relative effectiveness of
teachers can be compared. Furthermore, large matching ML-scored data sets have been used to create models
that estimate the importance of Carbon TIME, teacher effects, and school FRL percentage.

Figure 10 Average gain scores by teacher
In order to create reliable models of constructs important such as student growth, value added, etc. to stake
holders at the district, state, and national level, massive sets of matched data are required. Limitations to this
methodology do exist. Specifically, items must have rubrics created at a grain size fine enough that the ML engine
can consistently identify differences between patterns of responses. Training sets must be gathered and coded by
human experts in order to train the engine. Samples of student responses must be human coded to insure that the
scoring consistently operates at or above industry standards for reliability. These stages all require time, money,
and expert coders. Assessment tasks that are not scorable by the ML engine must be examined for flaws in the
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process along the feedback loops. A willingness to throw away items that do not work and replace those items
with better ones can cause delays and increased costs. However, the same delays and costs would be incurred for
any item that failed to meet the blueprint parameters during pre-testing. Since most IRT modeling of 2PL or 3PL
require samples of 500 or 1,000 responses to converge (Stone & Yumoto, 2004; Kean & Reilly, 2014) requiring a
similar number of responses to train the ML engine should not add too large a burden to the calibration and pretesting phase.

Conclusions
The NGSS and related state standards pose new problems for assessment, scoring, and reporting. Many of the
targeted three-dimensional performances will require some form of constructed response to validly assess what
students know and can do. However, other testing programs that are using constructed-response and other
extended essay formats are experiencing delays in scoring that are not compliant with ESSA. (Education Dive,
2019) As states move to assessing these new standards, they will need to find a way to assess NGSS while
maintaining control over costs related to item and test construction, delivery, scoring, and reporting. At the same
time, ESSA places greater demands for validity evidence through peer review and other processes.
The ML scoring technique used to evaluate student performances in Carbon TIME provides insight into how
curriculum, assessment, scoring, and reporting may be integrated to facilitate teaching, learning, and assessment.
We have demonstrated over a multi-year project that three-dimensional performance items can be assessed
reliably at scale. The data from those assessments can be used to generate evidence of student learning and to
evaluate the effectiveness of programs.
There are lessons to be learned. Items that are problematic for humans to score will likely be problematic for the
ML engine to score as well. Consequently, items may need to be revised or replaced as they would be in other
testing programs if they do not meet statistical criteria related to the blueprint. Some items may be better at
eliciting information at specific portions of the learning progression (Briggs and Alonzo, 2012), so multiple items
that elicit information along the learning progression will be needed. Additionally, since items target different
facets of the same set of science and engineering practices, disciplinary core ideas, and crosscutting concepts
multiple items may be needed to make valid claims about student learning and understanding.
Design-based research is an iterative process and using ML scoring allowed for additional feedback loops (Figure 2)
based on large data sets to drive conclusions on the entire design: professional development, curriculum,
assessment, and learning. This project showed that nearly 2 million student responses could be scored over several
school years.
But to fully assess NGSS, many more tasks assessing other performance expectations will need to be developed,
pre-tested, and used to train ML engines. More learning progressions with meaningful indicators will be needed as
well. This ML technology may provide a way to assess at scale, but experts from teaching, learning, and
assessment will be needed to produce assessment tasks, curricular materials, and professional development so
that the ML scores can be used both for summative and formative assessment. The investment of time and money
in this development process could make monitoring assessments affordable to deliver and score at scale. However,
it took data from many school districts and thousands of students to generate using experts in item design, rubric
development, machine learning, and psychometrics. As the NRC (2014) report suggests these scalable monitoring
assessments should represent only a part of a system of assessments, at a variety of scales, to validly assess all
facets of NGSS.
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